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Abstract 
5-cyclic Youden squares of size 6 x 11 are enumerated and classified into 70 species. In 
a certain standardised form, there are 249 such Youden squares. Of the 61 752 ordered pairs of 
these, just 1352 can be used to construct 5-cyclic 6 x 11 double Youden rectangles (DYRs); this 
gives a 'success rate' of 2.2%. The DYRs fall into 175 species, of which 12 exhibit some 
symmetry. Hitherto, just a single 5-cyclic 6 x 11 DYR has appeared in print. The results are 
introduced via the analogous results for 4 x 7 Youden squares and DYRs, and provide 
encouragement i  he search for 2p x (4p - 1) DYRs with p > 3; no such DYR with p > 4 has yet 
been found; the paper is motivated by the need to explore possible ways of finding some. 
1. Introduction: Definitions and background 
A Youden square of size k x v is [9] a rectangular (not square) arrangement of kv  
entries x in k rows and v columns, k < v, such that 
(i) each entry x is drawn from a set $1 of v elements; 
(ii) each element from S1 occurs exactly once in each row and no more than once 
per column; 
(iii) each pair of elements from SI occur together in exactly 2 columns, where 
= k(k  - 1)/(v - 1), i.e. the sets of elements of S1 in the columns are the blocks of 
a symmetric balanced incomplete block design (SBIBD, also known as a symmetric 
2-design) with parameters {v, k, 2}. 
Two Youden squares belong to the same ' t ransformat ion set' [9] if and only if one 
may be obtained from the other by one or more of the operat ions (a) permuting the 
rows, (b) permut ing the columns, and (c) permuting the elements of S1. 
If the rows of a Youden square Y are numbered 1,2 . . . .  , k, and the columns are 
numbered 1,2 . . . .  , v, and we have S1 = {1,2 . . . . .  v}, then the 'dual '  YD of Y can be 
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defined as the possibly different Youden square obtained from Y as follows: 
if row i of Y has element h of S1 in column j, then row i of 
YD has element j of S1 in column h (i = 1, 2 . . . . .  k). 
However, in Sections 2 and 3 below, where we consider Youden squares that have 
a certain standardised form, we find it convenient to permute rows in a specified way 
when some duals are formed, so that the duals are automatically standardised. 
A Youden square and its dual may or may not belong to the same transformation set. 
Two Youden squares Y1 and Y2 belong to the same 'species' or 'main class' [9] if and 
only if Y1, and either Y2 or the dual of Y2, belong to the same transformation set. 
A double Youden rectangle (DYR) of size k x v is [-1] an arrangement ofkv  pairs x ,y  
in k rows and v columns, k < v, such that 
(i) each value x is drawn from a set S1 of v elements; 
(ii) each value y is drawn from a set $2 of k elements; 
(iii) each element from S1 occurs exactly once in each row and no more than once 
per column; 
(iv) each element from $2 occurs exactly once in each column and either n or n + 1 
times in each row, where n is the integral part of v/k; 
(v) each element from S1 is paired exactly once with each element from $2; 
(vi) the sets of elements of $1 in the columns are the blocks of an SBIBD with 
parameters {v, k, 2}; 
(vii) if n occurrences of each element from $2 are removed from each row, the 
remaining sets of elements of $2 in the rows are the blocks of an SBIBD, or else just 
a single element from $2 remains in each row. 
If the elements of $2 are omitted from a DYR, the remaining rectangular arrange- 
ment of elements from S1 is a Youden square. Sometimes Roman and Greek letters 
are used for the members of, respectively, S1 and $2, justifying the description of 
DYRs as constituting a special class of 'Graeco-Latin designs'; in the present paper, 
however, Graeco-Latin otation is not appropriate. 
Two DYRs belong to the same 'transformation set' [13] if and only if one may be 
obtained from the other by one or more of the operations (a) permuting the rows, (b) 
permuting the columns, (c) permuting the elements of S1, and (d) permuting the 
elements of $2. 
A DYR can be regarded as a set {(z, w, x, y)} of kv 4-tuples (z, w, x, y) where z denotes 
row number and w denotes column number. If 
Y = {(z ,w,x ,y )}  
is a DYR, and if S1 = {w} = { 1, 2, . . . ,  v} and $2 = {z} = { 1, 2, . . . ,  k}, then the follow- 
ing are also DYRs: 
* Y = {(z,x,  w, y)}, 
r *  = {(y ,w,x ,z )} ,  
* Y* = {(y, x, w, z)}. 
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The DYRs Y, *Y, Y* and *Y* are then defined to be 'adjugates' [13] of one another. 
Two adjugates may or may not belong to the same transformation set. Two DYRs D1 
and D2 belong to the same 'species' or 'main class' [13] if and only if D1, and either D2 
or an adjugate of D2, belong to the same transformation set. 
DYRs of sizes k x (k + 1) where k >3, and of a few other sizes, have been published 
[2-4,6,8,  10-13, 15]. This literature was reviewed by Preece [13]. An outstanding 
problem revealed by the literature concerns DYRs of size 2p x (4p - 1) for p >1. For 
p = 2, examples were obtained by Clarke [3], and for p = 3 and p = 4, isolated 
examples were given by Preece [10, 12, 13]. However, no general method of construc- 
tion has been found, even with 4p-  1 restricted to being a prime power, and no 
example with p >4 is known. So, in the hope of finding leads towards a general 
method of construction, the present paper obtains and studies a wide class of 6 x 11 
DYRs. The members of this class are analogous to Clarke's 4 x 7 DYRs [3], in that 
they can all be obtained from just 3 of their columns by cyclic generation with cycles of 
length 2p - 1; but Clarke himself did not use this approach. 
DYRs of sizes 2p x (4p - 1) must satisfy conditions (i) to (vii) above, with n = 1 and 
with ). = p. In each row of any of these DYRs, all but one of the elements from $2 must 
appear twice; the exception in each row must appear once, and the exceptional 
element must be different in each row. 
2. Some 4 × 7 Youden squares and double Youden rectangles 
Consider the following 4 x 7 Youden square, whose elements come from the set 
S1 = {*,A,B,C,a,b,c},  whose rows are numbered 0, 1,2,3, and whose columns are 
labelled from the set SO = { + ,P ,Q,R,p,q,r}:  
P Q R p q r 
b c a C A B 
C B 
b c 
* b 
* a 
A * 
c B 
+ 
0 * 
1 A 
2 B 
3 C 
c b 
C a 
a A 
(2.1) 
The horizontal and vertical ines partitioning the Youden square clarify how it can be 
generated from just columns +,  P and p. Within the 1 x 3 and 3 x 1 subrectangles, 
each successive lement is obtained from the previous one by use of the cyclic 
permutations (ABC) and (abc). Within each of the two 3 x 3 subsquares, these 
permutations are similarly used on the main diagonal and on broken diagonals 
parallel to it, the element * being invariant. So, extending a notation from [7], we can 
represent he 3-cyclic Youden square (2.1) by writing its columns +,  P and p in 
parentheses, as follows, where the distinctiveness of row 0 is emphasised by the 
comma after each entry from row 0: 
{( *,A B C) (b, * A c) (C, B c b)}. (22) 
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Table 1 
Representations of the eight 3-cyclic 4 x 7 Youden squares of class J 
Identification Representation Subclass Species No. 
No. (as in [6]) 
1 {(*,ABC)(b,*cA)(C, cbB)} J1 
1 2 {(*,ABC)(c,*Ab)(B, bCc)} J1 
3 {(*,ABC)(b,*Ac)(C, Bcb)} J1 
2 4 {(*, ABC) (c, *bA) (B, Ccb)} J1 
5 {(*, ABC) (b, cA*) (B, bCc)} J3 
4 6 {(*, ABC) (c, b'A) (C, cbB)} J2 
7 {(*, ABC) (A, b'c) (b, cCB)} J2 
5 8 {(*, ABC) (A, cb*) (c, bCB)} J3 
The Youden square (2.1) is but one member of a class J of 8 Youden squares of size 
4 x 7 that can be similarly generated from columns +, P and p. Class J is defined to 
consist of all 4 x 7 Youden squares atisfying the following conditions: 
(i) Any column of the Youden square contains the same subset of elements of S1 
as does the corresponding column of (2.1). 
(ii) The first column is (*, A B C). 
(iii) The Youden square is generated in the cyclic manner described above for 
(2.1). 
If SO and S1 are regarded as ordered sets, with orderings as above, condition (i) 
conveniently gives a symmetric incidence matrix for the SBIBD defined by the 
within-columns incidence of the elements of S1. Likewise, condition (ii) is imposed for 
convenience, to give a unique 'standardisation' for the ordering of the rows in each 
member of J. Table 1 lists representations of the eight Youden squares in J. The 
Youden square (2.1), represented as(2.2), has identification number 3 in Table 1. Each 
of the first four Youden squares in Table 1 has the property that deletion of row 
0 leaves a 3 x 7 Youden square, but the other four do not have this property. 
In preparation for study of the many analogous Youden squares of size 6 x 11, the 
members of J are allocated to subclasses J1, J2 and J3 of J as follows, where the 
numbering of the Youden squares is as in Table 1: 
J l :  Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, i.e. the completions of {(*,ABC) (.,*..) ( ..... )}, 
J2: Nos. 6 and 7, i.e. the completions of {(*, A B C) (.,. * .) ( ..... )}, 
J3: Nos. 5 and 8, i.e. the completions of {(*, A B C) ( .... *) (.,...)}. 
If a Youden square Y belongs to J, then so does its 'twin' YT, which is from the 
same transformation set as Y and which is formed by making the following permutations 
in Y: 
elements of $1 columns rows 
(BC) (be) (QR) (qr) (23) (2.3) 
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Thus Youden squares 2, 4, 6 and 8 from Table 1 are the twins of, respectively, Youden 
squares 1, 3, 5 and 7; the twins of Youden squares from J l ,  J2 and J3 are contained in, 
respectively, J 1, J3 and J2. Also, if a Youden square Y belongs to J, then so does its 'dual' 
YD, obtained as follows, where SO and S1 are regarded as ordered sets, the orderings 
being as above and the numbering of the elements of each set being from 0 to 6: 
if row 0 of Y has element h of S1 in column j, then row 0 of YD has element./, of S1 in 
column h; if Y belongs to subclass Jx of J (x = 1,2 or 3) and if row i ( = 1,2, 3) of 
Y has element h of $1 in column./., then, in YD, row i - x + 1 (modulo 3, to give 1,2 
or 3) has element./" of S1 in column h. 
Thus Youden squares 1, 2, 3 and 4 from Table 1 are all self-dual, whereas Youden 
squares 6 and 8 are, respectively, the duals of 5 and 7; the duals of Youden squares 
from J1, J2 and J3 are contained in, respectively, J1, J3 and J2. The Youden squares 
of Table 1 can therefore be grouped into 4 pairs and so can be seen to come from four 
of the six species [14] of 4 x 7 Youden square. Also, the Youden squares of Table 
1 satisfy YT va YD for any Y from J l ,  but YT = YD for any Y from J2 or J3. 
Now consider the following 4x7  DYR where SI = [*,A,B,C,a,b,c}, as for the 
Youden squares above, and $2 = {0, 1,2, 3}: 
+ P Q R p q 
0 *0 
1 A1 
2 B2 
3 C3 
b2 c3 al  
*3 a2 CO 
A0 *1 b3 
cl B0 *2 
C2 A3 B1 
B3 c2 b0 
cO C1 a3 
bl a0 A2 
(2.4) 
The structure here is as for the 3-cyclic Youden squares above. Within the 1 x 3 and 
3 x 1 subrectangles, each successive double entry is obtained from the previous one by 
use of the cyclic permutat ions (ABC), (abe) and (123). Within each of the two 3 x 3 
subsquares, these permutat ions are similarly used on the main diagonal and on 
broken diagonals parallel to it, the elements * and 0 being invariant. 
The DYR (2.4) can be obtained from the Youden squares of Table 1 by the 
following construction method M with i = 3 and j = 8: 
Method M: write down Youden square i and then, alongside each entry x in each 
column w, write the number  of the row where x appears in column w of Youden 
square j. 
In an obvious notation based on the numbering of the Youden squares in Table 1, we 
denote (2.4) merely by [3,8], i.e. by [i,j] with i = 3, j = 8. Then, because of the 
properties of (a) twins and duals of Youden squares and (b) adjugates of DYRs, there 
is a DYR-set DYRS1 of eight DYRs that belong to the same species and can be 
denoted by 
[3,8], [3T, 8T]  = [4,7], [3D, 8D] = [3,7], [3TD, 8TD] = [4,8], 
[8, 3] [7, 4], [7, 3], [8, 4]. 
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Similarly, there is a DYR-set DYRS2 of DYRs 
[5, 7], [6, 8], [7, 5], [8, 6], 
from another species, but this DYR-set has only four members, as 
[5TD,7TD] = [5,7], etc. For all other pairs of Youden squares from Table 1, the 
arrangement [i,j] obtained from method M is not a DYR. So there are just two 
species of 3-cyclic 4 × 7 DYRs, namely DYR-species 1, which contains the DYRs from 
DYRS1, and DYR-species 2, containing the DYRs from DYRS2. Four of the six 4 x 7 
DYRs in Table 3 of Clarke [3] come from DYR-species 1, which incorporates 4 z 7 
Youden squares from species 2 and 5 (see Table 1); the other two, namely II I  and V in 
Clarke's Table 3, come from DYR-species 2, which incorporates Youden squares from 
species 4 and 5. 
3. A class of 6x l l  Youden squares 
Now consider the following 6 x 11 Youden square, whose elements come from 
the set S1 = {*, A, B, C, D, E, a, b, c, d, e}, whose rows are numbered 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 
whose columns are labelled from the set SO = { +,P,Q,R,S, T,p,q,r,s,t}: 
+ 
0 * 
1 A 
2 B 
3 C 
4 D 
5 E 
P Q R S T p q r s t 
b c d e a E A B C D 
* a B E e 
a * b C A 
B b * c D 
E C c * d 
e A D d * 
d C c D b 
c e D d E 
A d a E e 
a B e b A 
B b C a c 
(3.1) 
By use of the cyclic permutations (ABCDE) and (abcde), the Youden square (3.1) can 
be generated similarly to (2.1), and can be said to be 5-cyclic. Likewise, (3.1) can be 
represented by 
{(*,ABCDE) (b,*aBEe) (E, dcAaB)}. (3.2) 
The Youden square (3.1) is but one member of a class K of 249 Youden squares of 
size 6 x 11 each of which can be similarly generated from its columns +, P and p. 
Class K is analogous to the above class J of 4 x 7 Youden squares, and is defined to 
consist of all 6 x 11 Youden squares that satisfy the following conditions: 
(i) Any column of the Youden square contains the same subset of elements of S1 
as does the corresponding column of (3.1). 
(ii) The first column is (*, A B C D E). 
(iii) The Youden square is generated cyclically, as was (3.1). 
If(as for 4 x 7 Youden squares) SO and S1 are regarded as ordered sets, with the above 
orderings, condition (i) conveniently gives a symmetric incidence matrix for the 
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SBIBD defined by the within-blocks incidence of the elements of S1. Again too, 
condition (ii) conveniently provides a unique standardisation for the ordering of the 
rows in each member of K. For some purposes, a useful alternative to class K would 
be the class K', with members in 1-1 correspondence with those of K, and defined as 
for K except in having condition (ii) replaced by the following: 
(ii') The rows of the Youden square are taken in the order for which column P has 
element * in row 1 (the anomalous initial row still being numbered 0). 
The order of the automorphism group of the SBIBD inherent in each of the Youden 
squares from K is 660, so the order of the automorphism group of any of the Youden 
squares must be 660 or a factor of 660; as the Youden squares are 5-cyclic, this latter 
order must also be 5 or a multiple of 5. 
Construction of all 249 members of K was by exhaustive trial and error, by hand. 
These members can be allocated to subclasses of K as follows: 
KI: 45 completions of {(*,ABCDE) (.,* .... ) ( ... . . . .  )} 
K2: 71completions of {(*,ABCDE) (. , .*.. .)  ( . . . . . . .  )} 
K3: 31completions of {(*,ABCDE) ( .... *..) ( . . . . . . .  )} 
K4: 31completions of {(*,ABCDE) ( ..... *.) ( . . . . . . .  )} 
K5: 71completions of {(*,ABCDE) ( . . . . . .  *) ( . . . . . . .  )} 
The 'twin' and 'dual' of any Youden square Y in class K are defined by analogy with 
the corresponding definitions for class J above. The 'twin' YT of Y is now formed by 
making the following permutations in Y: 
elements of SI columns rows 
(3.3) 
(BE) (CD)(be) (cd) (QT) (RS)(qt) (rs) (25) (34) 
The 'dual' YD of Y is now obtained as follows, where SO and S1 are regarded as 
ordered sets, the orderings being as above and the numbering of the elements of each 
set being from 0 to 10: 
if row 0 of Y has element h of S1 in column j, then row 0 of YD has element j of S1 
in column h; if Y belongs to subclass Kx of K (x = 1,2,3,4 or 5) and if row 
i ( = 1,2,3,4,5) of Y has element h of $1 in column j, then, in YD, row i - x + l 
(modulo 5, to give 1,2,3,4 or 5) has element j of S1 in column h. 
These definitions imply that 
(i) the twins and duals of Youden squares from K1, K2, K3, K4 and K5 are 
contained in, respectively, K1, K5, K4, K3 and K2; 
(ii) K2 contains as many elements as K5 does, and K3 has as many as K4 has; 
(iii) the dual of the twin of any Y in K is the twin of the dual of Y, so we can write 
YTD = YDT. 
For any Y from K, the four Youden squares Y, YT, YD and YTD must, of 
course, come from the same species of Youden squares. Exhaustive xamination of 
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possibilities, partly by use of the computer package nauty [5], has shown that 
(a) if Y and Z both come from K, and Z is not equal to any of Y, YT, YD and YTD, 
then Y and Z are from different species, and 
(b) if Y comes from K, and neither Y nor YT is equal to YD, then Y and YD are 
from different ransformation sets. 
If we take Youden square Y to be (3.1), which comes from K1, we have the following 
representations, of which the first is (3.2) as before: 
Y = {(*,ABCDE) 
YT = {(*,ABCDE) 
YD = {(*,ABCDE) 
YTD = {(*,ABCDE) 
(b,*aBEe) (E, dcAaB)}, 
(e,*bBEa) (B, cEaAd)}, 
(b,*EaeB) (E, BAcad)}, 
(e,* EbaB) (B, EcadA)}. 
(3.4) 
So, unlike the class J of 4 x 7 Youden squares considered above, the class K of 6 x 11 
Youden squares contains members Y such that Y, YT, YD and YTD all differ. 
Details of members of the subclass K1 are in Table 2(a). As with the 15 Youden 
squares of size 5 x 11 in Table 1 of [7], some of the 45 members of K 1 are self-twinned, 
i.e. the same as their twins, some are self-dual, i.e. the same as their duals; just one is 
both self-twinned and self-dual, and this one, labelled in Table 2(a) as Youden square 
YS1, is the only member whose twin is also its dual. The Youden squares in K1 can 
thus be classified into species, each containing 1, 2 or 4 members from K1. 
Table 2(a) gives just one representative member for each of the 18 species repre- 
sented in K1. The tabulated Youden square for species 14 is (3.1). The computer 
package nauty [5] was used to confirm that, save for species 8 and 12, the auto- 
morphism group of each member is of order 10 (self-twinned Youden squares) or 
5 (Youden squares that are not self-twinned). The tabulated Youden square for species 
8 is invariant under the permutations 
elements of S1 columns rows 
(*aCebcBADdE) ( + TsSPQrqtRp) - -  
and so, by relabelling (*, A, B, C, D, E, a, b, c, d, e) as (0, 7, 6, 2, 8, 10, 1, 4, 5, 9, 3) and 
reordering rows and columns, can be converted to the ll-cyclic Youden square 
obtained by cyclic development of the initial column 
(0,2123252729) = (0,28 1076) modulo 11; 
the automorphism group of this Youden square is of order 55. The tabulated Youden 
square for species 12 is invariant under the permutations 
elements of S1 columns rows 
(*A) (BE) (bc) (de) (Pp) (Rt) (Sq) (rs) (01) (25) 
(*AE) (BCD) (ace) (PQt) (Rqs) (Srp) (015) (234); 
its automorphism group is of order 60, column + being fixed. 
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Table 2(a) 
5-cyclic 6 x 11 Youden squares representing the 45 members of subclass K1. (SN5 is the Species Number 
given in I-7] for the 5 x 11 Youden square obtained by omitting row 0 of the 6 x 11 Youden square; where 
SN5 is given as - , omission of row 0 does not yield a 5 x 11 Youden square) 
Species Representative Youden square Inter-row cycles ~ SN5 
Rows Rows Rows 
0,1 1,2 1,3 
Self-dual and self-twinned ( Y ouden square YS1) 
1 {(*, ABCDE) (a, *eEBb) (A, acBEd)} 
Self dual but not self-twinned 
2 (*, ABCDE) (b, *aEBe) (E, BAdac)} 
3 (*, ABCDE) (a, *EBeb) (A, dacEB)} 
4 (*, ABCDE) (a, *EBbe) (A, BdEca)} 
5 (*, ABCDE) (b, *eEBa) (E, adBcA)} 
6 (*, ABCDE) (b, *eEBa) (E, caBdA)} 
7 (*, ABCDE) (b, *aeEB) (E, dAcBa)} 
8 ~ (*, ABCDE) (b, *EBae) (E, BcaAd)} 
9 (*, ABCDE) (b, *EBae) (E, BadAc)} 
10 (*, ABCDE) (b, *aeEB) (E, aAdBc)} 
11 {(*, ABCDE) (a, *EBbe) (A, BcEad)} 
Self-twinned but not self-dual 
12 ~ {(*, ABCDE) (a, *eBEb) (A, acEBd)} 
13 {(*, ABCDE) (a, *eBEb) (A, aEdcB)} 
Neither .self-dual nor self-twinned nor with dual = twin 
14 (*. ABCDE) (b, *aBEe) (E, dcAaB)} 
15 (*, ABCDE) (b, *aEBe) (E, dcBaA)} 
16 (*, ABCDE) (a, *beEB) (A, dEBca)} 
17 (*, A BCDE) (b, *eBEa) (E, caAdB)} 
18 (*, ABCDE) (b, *eBEa) (E, adAcB)} 
3' ,4 ,4  2 ,2 ,7 '  3 ,4 ' ,4  
11 2 ' ,2 ,7  2 ,2 ,7 '  7 
2 ,2 ,7 '  3 ' ,3 ,5 11 -- 
3 ,3,5 '  11 11 
11 11 3 ' ,3 ,5 3 
11 11 3', 3, 5 3 
3', 4, 4 11 11 1 
11 11 11 1 
11 l l  11 2 
11 11 11 2 
11 11 11 
2, Y, 6 2 ,3 ' ,6  2 ,3 ' ,6  
3',8 Y, 4 ,4 2 ' ,2 ,7  
5',6 2 ,3 ,6 '  2 ,3 ' ,6  6 
11 2 .4 ,5 '  2 ,3 ,6 '  5 
2.9' 3 ' ,3 .5  11 - 
3,8' 11 2 ,3 ,6 '  4 
5.6' 11 2 ,3 ,6 '  4 
"If a cycle whose length is less than 11 passes through column 
marked with a prime. 
b The order of the automorphism group is 55. 
The order of the automorphism group is 60. 
+, then the corresponding cycle-length is 
For help in distinguishing between species, Table 2(a) gives details of the cycles of 
Sl-elements within pairs of rows from the Youden squares. For each tabulated 
Youden square, the cycle-lengths for rows 0 and 1 are, of course, the same as for rows 
0 and i (i = 2, 3, 4, 5); likewise those for rows 1 and 2 are the same as for rows 2 and 3, 
rows 3 and 4, rows 4 and 5, and rows 5 and 1; also, those for rows 1 and 3 are the same 
as those for rows 2 and 4, rows 3 and 5, rows 4 and 1, and rows 5 and 2. 
Eleven of the 18 Youden squares in Table 2(a) have the property that deletion of 
row 0 leaves a 5 x 11 Youden square from one of the 7 species detailed in Table 1 of 
[7]; the final column of the present Table 2(a) identifies which of the 7 species arises in 
each instance. 
Just one Youden square Y from each of the subclasses K2, K3, K4 and K5 satisfies 
YT = YD and therefore Y = YTD. These four distinctive Youden squares are 
YS2, f romK2:  {(*,ABCDE)(B,E*bae)(a, BEdAc)} 
and its twin/dual from K5, and 
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Table 2(b) 
5-cyclic 6 x 11 Youden squares representing the 71 members of subclass K2 
Species Representative Youden square Inter-row cycles" 
Rows Rows Rows 
0,1 1,2 1,3 
With dual = twin ( Youden square YS2) 
19 {(*, ABCDE) (B, E*bae) (a, BEdAc)} 
With dual ~ twin 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
3O 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
5O 
51 
52 
53 
54 
{(*, ABCDE) (a, b*EBe) (B, EdacA)} 
{(*, ABCDE) (E, e*aBb) (c, BAEda)} 
{(*, ABCDE) (a, b'BEe) (B, cEaAd)} 
{(*, ABCDE) (a, B*Eeb) (B, EaAdc)} 
{(*, ABCD E) (E, b'aBe) (c, BAEad) } 
((*, ABCDE) (E, e*aBb) (c, aAdEB)} 
{(*, ABCDE) (B, b*Eae) (a, dEBcA)} 
{(*, ABCDE) (a, b*EBe) (B, cAaEd)} 
(*, ABCDE) (a, E'ebB) (B, aEdcA)} 
(*, ABCDE) (B, E* aeb) (a, BEcAd)) 
(*, ABCDE) (a, E*bBe) (B, dcEaA)} 
(*, ABCDE) (a, E'ebB) (B, acAEd)) 
(*, ABCDE) (B, e* Eba) (a, EdcBA)) 
{(*, ABCDE) (a, E*beB) (B, dEcaA)) 
{(*, ABCDE) (E, B*aeb) (c, EaAdB)} 
{(*, ABCDE) (B, e* Eba) (a, cEBdA)} 
{(*, ABCDE) (a, B*Ebe) (B, EdAca)} 
{(*, ABCDE) (B, E*bae) (a, dcAEB)} 
{(*, ABCDE) (a, b*eEB) (B, EaAdc)} 
{(*, ABCDE) (E, B*eba) (c, aAEBd)) 
{(*, ABCDE) (E, B*aeb) (c, aEBAd)} 
{(*, ABCDE) (a, e'EBb) (B, EcadA)} 
{(*, ABCDE) (E, B*bae) (c, dAEBa)} 
{(*, ABCOE) (a, B*Ebe) (B, EcAad)) 
{(*, ABCDE) (B, a*Eeb) (a, dEBcA)} 
{(*, ABCDE) (E, B*bae) (c, dEBAa)} 
{(*, ABCDE) (a, e'EBb) (B, aAdEC)} 
{(*, ABCDE) (E, B*aeb) (c, aAEBd)} 
{(*, ABCDE) (E, B*eba) (c, aEBAd)) 
{(*, ABCDE) (a, E*beB) (B, adAEc)) 
{(*, ABCDE) (a, E*beB) (B, cEadA)} 
{(*, ABCDE) (a, e'EBb) (B, dAcEa)} 
{(*, ABCDE) (E, B*eba) (c, EaAdB)} 
{(*, ABCDE) (a, e*BEb) (B, aEdAc)} 
{(*, ABCDE) (a, e* BEb) (B, dEcAa)} 
2', 2, 7 3, 3, 5' 11 
2,4,5' 2',3,6 2,2,7' 
5',6 2',2,2,2,3 11 
2,2,2,5' 3,4',4 3',3,5 
2, 2, 3', 4 2,3,6' 11 
2,9' 2', 2, 7 3,3,5' 
2,9' 2,2,7' 3,3,5' 
2', 2, 3, 4 11 3,3,5' 
2,3,6' 3, 4', 4 2,4,5' 
2, 4', 5 11 2,3,6' 
2', 2, 3, 4 11 11 
2,9' 2,3,6' 11 
2,4,5' 11 2, 4', 5 
2',9 2', 4, 5 I1 
2,9' 2,4,5' 11 
2,9' 11 2,4,5' 
2', 2, 7 11 11 
1l 11 2,2,7' 
2',9 11 3', 3, 5 
3',8 2,3,6' 11 
3,8' 11 2,3,6' 
3,8' 11 2,3,6' 
4,7' 2', 4, 5 11 
5,6' 11 2, 4', 5 
11 11 2,4,5' 
2',9 11 11 
2,9' 11 11 
2,9' 11 11 
3,8' 11 11 
4',7 11 11 
4,7' 11 11 
4,7' 11 11 
5',6 11 11 
5.6' 11 11 
11 11 11 
11 11 11 
aIf a cycle whose length is less than 11 passes through column +, then the corresponding 
cycle-length is marked with a prime. 
YS3, f romK3:  {(* ,ABCDE) (E ,  be*aB) (d ,  EacBA)}  
and its tw in /dua l  f rom K4. The 1 + 70 = 71 members  of each of  K2  and K5  thus come 
f rom 1 + 35 = 36 species of  Youden squares,  and the 1 + 30 = 31 members  of each of 
K3 and K4  come f rom 1 +15=16 species. Thus 18+36+16=70 species of 
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Table 2(c} 
5-cyclic 6 x I I Youden squares representing the 31 members ofsubclass K3 
537 
Species Representative Youden square Inter-row cycles a 
Rows Rows Rows 
0,1 1,2 1.3 
With dual = twin (Youden square YS3) 
55 {(*, ABCDE) (E, be*aB) (d, EacBA)} 
With dual :~ twin 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
{(*, ABCDE) (b, Ee*aB) (B, acAEd)} 
(*, ABCDE) (b, Ee*aB) (B, aEdcA)} 
(*, ABCDE) (E, be* aB) (d, aEBc A)) 
(*, ABCDE) (E, Ba*be) (d, cEBAa)) 
(*, ABCDE) (b, Ea*eB) (B, dEcaA)} 
(*, ABCDE) (E, Ba*be) (d, cAEBa)} 
(*, ABCDE) (b, Ea*eB) (B, adAEc)} 
(*, ABCD E) (E, Ba*be) (d, EcAaB)} 
(*, ABCDE) (E, Ba*eb) (d, aAEBc)) 
(*, ABCDE) (b, Ea*eB) (B, cEadA)} 
(*, ABCDE) (E, Ba*eb) (d, aEBAc)~ 
(*, ABCDE) (b, BE*ae) (B, dAEca)} 
(*, ABCDE) (b, BE*ae) ( B, EcaAd)~ 
(*, ABCDE) (b, ae*EB) (B, EcAad)) 
(*, ABC D E) (b, B E* ae) ( B, EadAc) ]
3', 3, 5 2',2,2,2,3 11 
11 2,3,6' 2,2,2,2,3' 
2, 4', 5 2,2,7' 2. 2, 7' 
2,3',6 2,2,7' 3,4',4 
4',7 2,2,7' 3,3,5' 
11 2,3,6' 2.4'.5 
4,7' 2,2,7' 11 
11 11 2,2,7' 
3,8' 2,4',5 3,3,5' 
4,7' 2,3',6 3,4'.4 
3.3,5' 11 2,4'.5 
3,8' 2,4,5' 11 
I1 2, 3, 6' 11 
11 2,3,6' 11 
11 11 2,4,5' 
3',3,5 11 11 
if a cycle whose length is less than 11 passes through column +, then the corresponding cycle-length is 
marked with a prime. 
Youden square are represented in K. Representative members for each of the species 
represented in K2 and K3 are in Tables 2(b) and (c), respectively. The computer 
package nauty [5] confirmed that the automorphism group of each member is of 
order 5. None of the Youden squares in Tables 2(b) and (c) has the property that 
deletion of row 0 leaves a 5 x 11 Youden square. 
4. Some 6x 
Consider 
the Youden 
11 double Youden rectangles 
the following 6x  11 DYR where S1 = {* ,A ,B ,C ,D ,E ,a ,b ,c ,d ,e}  as for 
squares above and where $2 -- {0, 1,2,3,4,5}: 
+ 
0 *0 
1 A1 
2 B2 
3 C3 
4 D4 
5 E5 
P Q R S T p q r s t 
b2 c3 d4 e5 al  E2 A3 B4 C5 D1 
*1 a0 D5 C2 e4 
a5 *2 b0 E1 D3 
E4 bl *3 cO A2 
B3 A5 c2 *4 dO 
e0 C4 B1 d3 *5 
B0 d2 c5 b3 E3 
A4 CO e3 dl c4 
d5 B5 DO a4 e2 
a3 el C1 E0 b5 
cl b4 a2 D2 A0 
14.1) 
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The 5-cyclic structure here is analogous to the 3-cyclic structure of the 4 x 7 DYR (2.4). 
Within the 1 x 5 and 5 x 1 subrectangles, each successive double entry is obtained 
from the previous one by use of the cyclic permutations (ABCDE), (abcde) and (12345). 
Within each of the two 5 x 5 subsquares, these permutations are similarly used on the 
main diagonal and on broken diagonals parallel to it, the elements * and 0 being 
invariant. 
The DYR (4.1) can be obtained by the method M used to produce (2.4); for 
obtaining (4.1) the construction is as follows: 
write down the Youden square that Table 2(a) gives for species 2 and then, 
alongside ach entry x in each column w, write the number of the row where 
x appears in column w of the twin of the tabulated entry for species 14, this twin 
being YT from (3.4). 
Modifying slightly the notation that we used for 4 x 7 DYRs, we denote (4.1) by 
[2, 14T], where the bracketed entries 2 and 14T refer to the Youden squares of 
species 2 and 14 in Table 2(a); the T in the entry 14T indicates use of the twin of the 
tabulated Youden square for species 14, not the tabulated Youden square itself. Thus 
there is a DYR-set of eight DYRs that belong to the same species and can be denoted 
by 
[2, 14T], [2T, 14TT] =[2T, 14], 
[14T, 2], [14, 2T], 
[2D, 14TD] = [2, 14TD], [2TD, 14TTD] = [2T, 14D], 
[14TD, 2], [14D, 2T]. 
For brevity, we represent the whole DYR-set by just one of its 8 members, which we 
choose to be [2, 14T]. 
Exhaustive application of method M to pairs of Youden squares i and j from 
amongst he 45 members of K1 produces 24 DYRs, grouped as follows into four 
DYR-sets, with one DYR-set per species: 
[2, l i T ]  (4 members), 
[2,14T] (8 members), 
[6, 11] (4 members), 
[5,16T] (8 members). 
The sizes of the DYR-sets differ because those Youden squares in K1 that come from 
species 2, 6 and 11 are self-dual, whereas those from species 14 and 16 are not. Thus, of 
the 45 x 44 = 1980 ordered paris of members of Kl , just 24 yield a DYR when method 
M is used, which gives a percentage 'success rate' of 100 x (24/1980) = 1.2% within 
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Table 3 
Enumerative details of the 5-cyclic double Youden rectangles (DYRs) that can be constructed from pairs of 
Youden squares from class K 
Assignment of the 2 N = total N* = no. N* as a 
Youden squares to no. of of ordered percent- 
subclasses of K ordered pairs giving age of N 
pairs a DYR 
No. of species of DYRs 
With 4 With 8 
members members 
(see Table 4) 
Total 
Both from K 1 1980 24 1.2 2 2 4 
Both from K2 or both from K5 9940 132 1.3 1 16 17 
Both from K3 or both from K4 1860 24 1.3 0 3 3 
One from K2 and one from K5 10082 264 2.6 6 30 36 
One from K3 and one from K4 1922 116 6.0 3 13 16 
One from K I and one from K2 
or K5 12780 272 2.1 0 34 34 
One from KI and one from K3 
or K4 5580 72 1.3 0 9 9 
One from each of K2 and K3, 
or from each of K5 and K4 8804 160 1.8 0 20 20 
One from each of K2 and K4, 
or from each of K5 and K3 8804 288 3.3 0 36 36 
Totals 61 752 1352 2.2 12 163 175 
K1. These quantities are tabulated in the first row of Table 3. The sole 5-cyclic 6 × 11 
DYR hitherto in print [10] comes from the DYR-set I-2, l i T ] .  
Application of method M to all 249 × 248 = 61 752 ordered pairs of members of 
K is, of course, too large a task to be done by hand, even when reduced by recognising 
that [i,j] is a DYR if and only if each of [iT, jT], 1-iD,jD], 1-iTD, jTD], I-j,i], 
1-iT, iT], 1-jD, iD], 1-jTD, iTD] is a DYR. So the task was computerised. The 
information gained thereby is summarised in Table 3 whose final row shows 
the overall 'success rate' for pairings of members of K to be 2.2°.  The DYRs 
obtained fall into 175 species, represented by 175 DYR-sets of which just 12 
contains only 4 members each, while the other 163 each contain a full house of 
8 members. Table 4 lists representative pairs of Youden squares from which 
the 12 anomalous DYR-sets that exhibit some symmetry can be obtained. None of 
these 12 involves any of the special Youden squares YS1, YS2 and YS3 (see 
above), each of which is identical to the twin of its dual. Of the 163 full-size 
DYR-sets, none involves YS1, 1 involves YS2 and 2 involve YS3; representative 
pairs of Youden squares for these further 3 anomalous DYR-sets are listed in 
Table 5. Of the 175 DYR-sets, none involves the anomalous Youden-square species 8, 
whose automorphism group has order 55, and only one, namely 1-12,24TD], 
involves the anomalous Youden-square species 12, whose automorphism group has 
order 60. 
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Table 4 
Twelve pairs of 5-cyclic 6 × 11 Youden squares, each pair giving rise to a different one 
of the twelve 4-member DYR-sets (Reference numbers for Youden squares are as in 
Tables 2(a)-(c)) 
(A, EcaBd)} 1-51 & 51TD] 
Pairs each comprising 2 self-dual Youden squares from K l 
1. {(*, ABCDE) (b, *aEBe) (E, BAdac)}&{(*, ABCDE) (a, *beEB) (A, EcaBd)} 1-2 & 11 T] 
2. {(*, ABCDE) (e, *aEBb) (B, dAcEa)}&{(*, ABCDE) (a, *beEB) (A, EcaBd)} [6T & 11 T]  
A pair comprising a Youden square and the dual of its twin 
3. {(*, ABCDE) (a,e *EBb) (B, dAcEa)}&{(*, ABCDE) (b, a*eEB) 
Pairs each comprisin 9 a Youden square and its dual 
4. {(*, ABCDE) (a, b'BEe) (B, cEaAd)}&{(*, ABCDE) (e, EbaB*) (A, cadEB)} 1-22 & 22D] 
5. {(*, ABCDE) (a, B*Eeb) (B, EaAdc)}&{(*,ABCDE) (e,baBE*) (A, adEBc)} 1-23 & 23D] 
6. {(*, ABCDE) (E, B*aeb) (c, aEBad)}&{(*, ABCDE) (B, ebaE*) (d, cAEBa)} 1-40 & 40D] 
7. {(*, ABCDE) (E, B*bae) (c, dAEBa)}&{(*, ABCDE) (B, aebE*) (d, EcaaB)} [42 & 42D] 
8. {(*, ABCDE) (a, E*beB) (B, adAEc)}&{(*, ABCDE) (e, BaEb*) (A, EdcBa)} J-49 & 49D] 
9. {(*, ABCDE) (E, B*eba) (c, EaAdB)}&{(*, ABCDE) (B, baeE*) (d, aEBAc)} 1-52 & 52D] 
10. {(*, ABCDE) (b, Ee*aB) (B, aEdcA)}&{(*, ABCDE) (e, bEa*B) (E, BAcad)} 1-57 & 57D] 
11. {(*, ABCDE) (b, Ea *eB) (B, adAEc)}&{(*, ABCDE) (e, aEb*B) (E, dcBaA)} 1-62 & 62D] 
12. {(*, ABCDE)(E, Ba *be)(d, EcAaB)}&{(*, ABCDE)(B, aeE*b)(c, EadBA)} [63 & 63D ] 
Table 5 
Three pairs of 5-cyclic 6 × 11 Youden squares, each pair giving rise to a different 8-member 
DYR-set, and each pair including a Youden square that is identical to the twin of its dual 
(Reference nos for Youden squares are as in Tables 2(a)-(c)) 
A pair whosefirst member is YS2 (from subclass K2) 
1. {(*, ABCDE) (B, E*bae) (a, BEdAc)}&{(*, ABCDE) (E, B*aeb) (c, aAEBd)} [19 & 47] 
Two pairs each having YS3 (from subclass K3) as first member 
2. {(*, ABCOE) (E,be *aB) (d, EaeBA)}&{(*, ABCDE) (a, ebBE*) (E, dcAaB)} 1-55 & 22T] 
3. {(*, ABCOE) (E,be *aB) (d, EacBA)}&{(*, ABCDE) (e, Eba*B) (E, BcAad)} [55 & 68T] 
5. Comment 
The discovery of as many as 175 species of 5-cyclic 6× 11 DYRs is very en- 
couraging to researchers seeking Graeco-Latin designs with special properties. 
However, the encouragement is tempered by the seemingly sporadic and haphaz- 
ard pattern of occurrence of these species, and by the fact that none of them 
is recognisable as a special case obtainable from a general mathematical 
construction. 
The sizes 4 × 7 and 6 × 11 are the first in a series of sizes 2p x (4p - 1), p > 1, for 
which Youden squares exist and for which DYRs, especially (2p - 1)-cyclic DYRs, 
might be expected to exist. For values of p for which 4p - 1 is prime, a well-known 
construction produces difference-sets from which Youden squares may be generated, 
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but 4p - 1 is not  pr ime for p = 4, so the series is d is turbed for the next size after 6 x 11, 
namely  8 x 15, even though a difference-set is still avai lable for this size and an isolated 
example  of  a DYR of this size has been found [ 12]. There  are indeed 5 non- i somorph ic  
SB IBDs  f rom which 8 x 15 Youden squares can be constructed.  The complements  of 
3 of  these 5 SB IBDs  were used in [6] in the const ruct ion  of  7-cyclic 7 x 15 DYRs;  
analogous ly ,  the single known 8 x 15 DYR is 7-cyclic [12]. So the existence of  very 
many 8 x 15 and larger DYRs  ana logous  to the present paper 's  6 x 11 DYRs  seems to 
be beyond reasonable  doubt ,  even though no short -cut  method  of d iscover ing them is 
yet apparent .  This  hopeful  s i tuat ion contrasts  with the lack of hope of f inding larger 
ana logues of the 3-cyclic 6 x 11 DYRs  reported in [13]. 
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